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STATOR (Statistical Overload Regulation) was presented at ITC 11. Reg
ulation is based on two cooperating control loops. A fast "control 
loop" controls call restrictions in the periphery; a slow-acting "ad
justment loop" updates the indicator value of the control loop. This 
paper shows how STATOR can be incorporated in a multiprocessor control 
which parameters must be modified, and how these values were selected. 
Simulation results confirm the good regulation behavior of STATOR. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

STATOR- was initially developed for the 
communication system EWSD (Fig.l) with 
monoprocessor control /1/. In a second 
phase, STATOR was adapted to the much 
more powerful multiprocessor control 
/2; 3/. This second phase will be ex
plained in this paper. After general 
comments on the multiprocessor (Sect.2), 
the principles of STATOR are shown in 
Sect. 3. Sect. ~ deals with the adap
tation of STATOR to the multiprocessor 
and its changing configurations. In 
Sect. 5 simulation results are presented. 
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Fig. 1: Simplified schematic of EWSD 

2. GENERAL COMMENTS ON MULTIPROCESSOR 

The latest Coordination Processor (CP) in EWSD is a multiprocessor /2; 3/. 
Call Processors (CAP) work in load-sharing mode, the BAPM (Base Processor, 
Master) in task-sharing mode, primarily handling O&M tasks and only using 
"spare" capacity for call processing. The redundant BAPS (Base Processor, 
Spare) takes over BAPM or CAP tasks in the event of failure (but operates as 
CAP in non-failure situations). The processors communicate via a Common 
Memory (C~IT) containing shared data (on trunk groups, switching network etc). 
Individual data are stored in each processor's own Local Memory (LMY). The se
quence of call processing messages from the Line/Trunk Groups (LTG) is pre
served by buffering them in a common Input List (IL); they are read by the 
processors concurrently. Protective mechanisms preserve the message sequence 
for each call and prevent simultaneous access by several processors to the 
same area of CHI. Such access contentions 12; 5/ cause blind load because one 
processor has to wait if two processors try to access simultaneously. That 
means CP capacity grows underproportionately to the no. of processors (Flg.2). 

3. OVERLOAD PROTECTION SYSTEM STATOR 

The concept of STATOR (Flg.3) is shown in detail in Ill. To give a short 
overview, the main points are recapitulated here. 
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3.1 Basic Operating Principle 

The regulation mechanism (RH) is ooly 
active during an overload condition and 
there are special criteria to determine 
the "start" and "end" of this condition 
(3.3). The RM's function is to control 
peripheral restrictors which work on a 
"quota system" (Tab. 1) The restrictors 
in the GPs reduce external input to an 
acceptable quota determined by the RM, 
i.e. rejection of call attempts. The CP 
does not "thin out" the traffic, i.e. 
all calls arriving at the CP are fully 
processed and there is therefore no 
blind load (no need of CP capacity to 
reject call attempts). 

Tab 1: Acception/Rejection rate 
depending on OLL 

OLL ~ of call attempts 
accepted rejected 

0 100 0 
1 84 16 
2 68 32 
3 52 48 
4 37 63 
5 21 79 
6 · 5 95 

3.2 The Regulation Principle 

Two control loops: (a) a tast restric
tion loop controls the LTGs' acceptance 
rate by comparing the no. of new calls 
per control interval Cl with a refer
ence variable n*. n- equals the call ar
rival rate nHL under high load (HL) con
dition (engineered max. capacity). (b) 
a slow-acting adjustment loop matches n* 
to the desired engineered CP load (e.g. 
95J) on the basis of the CP load meas
ured during adjustment interval AI. Loop 
<a) responds very quickly to the cur
rent call rate; loop (b) matches regu
lation to the current traffic and call 
mix. Additional support is provided by 
an occupancy level indicator F* in the 
IL which can step into the regulation 
process in extreme cases, e.g. internal 
overload (by O&M or safeguarding). 

3.3 Activation/Deactivation of STATOR 
and Idle Adjustment Loop IAL 
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Fig. 2: ReI. call handling capacity 
versus no. m of processors 
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Fig. 3: Op~.ating principle of STATOR 
ActlyatlOD using indicators nSTART and 
FSIART which guarantee a very low prob-
ab 11ty of activation under high load (HL) or time lag under overload (OL). 
Deaotivatl00 If overload level OLL=O (i.e. lOOJ offered calls accepted) does 
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not change wi thin a suard period (e.g. 6 s). 
nLa Continuous traffic measurements (CP load and arrival rate) are used to 
adjust n* to instantaneous traffic and call mix in case of non-overload. 

-. ADAPTATION OF STATOR TO MULTIPROCESSOR 

_.1 General Notes and Optimization Target 

In simple terms, a multiprocessor can be seen as a black box Whose capacity 
increases as the configuration grows (Fig. 2), leading to correspondingly 
shorter service times and thus to Shorter waiting times (mean and 95% values, 
assuming same CP load). This is selfevident in non-overload situations, but 
simulations have shown that this tendency also applies in overload situations 
(5.). In terms of delay and response times, the configuration with only m=l 
processor is thus the worst case. The optimization target is therefore to find 
the best STATOR parameters for m=l and adapt as few parameters as possible to 
the other configurations and minimize the overall overhead. Only in the case 
of queue parameters F T T and F· the configuration with m=7 is relevant, be
cause changing the ac~e~ance rate by one level increases the no. of messages 
offered to the CP when m=7 by a factor of about five relative to m=l, (Fig. 2), 
which in turn leads to greater fluctuations in input list (IL). STATOR param
eters are adapted to changing CP configurations (removal/addition of a proc
essor) by means of algorithms and/or tables (4.2 to 4.5). 

4.2 Arrival Rate Parameters 

Reference variable n* is directly proportional to the permitted call rate un
der HL, generated automatically to match the system configuration and adjusted 
by the idle adjustment loop (3.3). In /1/, a memoryless start indicator nSTART is described. Far more suitable for multiprocessors is a highly selective 
integrating start indicator, which guarantees a very low probability of prema
ture operation and yet fast operation under overload, for all configurations 
and call mixes /4/. Every control interval Cl, a value n is compared with the 
value of nSTAET which is constant for all configurations~ If n >nSIART' 
STATOR is actrvated. The value for n is calculated every Cl a~ foI ows: s 

where n 
fs 
'1iL 

ns := max (0, ns + n - f s • nHL ) 

the actual number of call attempts per Cl 
a security factor to avoid unintentional activation at HL 
call capacity under HL, automatically updated to the 
relevant CP configuration 

4.3 Length of Adjustment Interval AI 

The length of AI is relatively uncritical /1/. It should not be so short 
that it causes oscillation effects, nor should it be so long that n* is 
not adapted quickly enough. Good results were obtained with tAl = 4 s. 

4.4 Control Interval Cl in CP and Message Rate 2 

For each complete call, the CP sends two messages, one to each of the two rel
evant LTGs, with an embedded overload level OLL /1/. The LTGs accept only 
the proportion of calls determined by the OLL. The principle can be seen in 
Fig. _. Fig. 4a Shows how the mean LTG acceptance rate (and thus no. of calls 
offered to the CP) follows the current CP OLL when each LTG on average re
ceives one message per Cl (2 e Cl). In Fig. 4b, Cl ~ 0.1 2. In this case the 
CP runs through all OLLs; the mean acceptance of the LTGs follows very slowly. 
In both examples, the acceptance quota Q = 50J (i.e. lOOJ overload) at a CP 
load at 95J (broken line = lOOJ = 1 Erl). It the instantaneous offered load, 
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Q Accept Quota (mean value: 0.5 = YCp=0.95 Erl) 
YCP CP occupancy TU Time Unit 
S Message Rate/Control Interval (HR/Cl per LTG) 

aLL Overload level 
OLLCp OLL in the CP 
OLLLTG Mean OLL of all LTGs 

Fig. 4: Principle of interdependence between OL~TG' OLLCp and ~ 

due to the quota regulation, is > 100%, a backlog develops at the IL. The 
duration and length of the backlog, determined by variables Cl and S, deter
mines the waiting and response times during overload. Furthermore it has to 
be taken into account that the no. of calls offered to the LTGs can vary 
greatly according to application (approx. 0.5 to 1.5 i/c and/or o/g ca11/s)··, 
and that the control interval must not be too small because of overhead. 

4.5 Queue Parameters 

Optimal regulation results will be achieved if IL occupancy level indicators 
(FSTART' F·) are selected according to the CP configuration (Sect. 5.4). But 
simurations have shown that all known requirements are also fulfilled by 
constant "compromise" values, and so there is no need to adapt these 
parameters to the different configurations. 

5. S lHULAT IONS 

5.1 Simulation Model 

The simulation model used is essentially that in /1/. It reproduces the CP, 
the GPs and the message transfer between them. For the CP, the holding times 
of the different call processing messages are implemented as well as the basic 
load and the O&M load. For the GPs, only the mechanism to reject call attempts 
according to the CP OLL is simulated, and an audit timer in each GP (LTG) which 
lowers the individual OLL of this GP by one if no new call attempt is accepted 
within 4 s. This timer prevents (it necessary) a GP (LTG) fram remaining too 
long at too high an OLL. The message transfer is reproduced by random access of 
the transfer time distribution functions obtained by convolution trom the hol
ding and delay times of the GP and the devices between GP and CP found in other 
8imulations. The call attempts are generated with neg. exp. distribution (Pois-
80nian process) whereby the originating rate is generated independently of the 
terminating rate. In contrast to Ill, the terminating rate is generated as 
shown .in 16/. 

5.2 Simulation Time and Confidence Intervals ' 

Depending on the CP contiguration, the simulated real times tor overload stu-
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dies were selected in such a way that the confidence intervals (at 95J statis
tical oonfidence) remains within a range of approx. ± 25J (Table 2). The follow
ing points are of significance to the results, especially the cont. intervals 
and the 95J values of waiting times WT (0.95 probe of not exceeding time t): 
- STATOR works on a quota system, i.e. the no. of accepted calls oscillates 
about the set value, so that the desired quota is obtained in the Ilean. Conse
quently, the traffic offered to the CP is more or less peaked, depending on 
the situation. 

1 CP utilization of between 94.5J an 95J is normally achieved (but in a few 
exceptional cases between 94J and 95.5J). At these very high levels of utiliza
tion, even small changes in the load, e.g. 0.5J, have a very large effect on WT. 
- The number and frequency of OLL transitions (Table 2 and Sect. 5.4) and the 
evenness of the oscillation about the set value. 

5.3 Influence of Control Interval Length tCI and Message Rate 2 

Fig. 5 shows that, especially at high overload (e.g. offered load A = 400~, i.e. 
300J overload), a low value is preferable for tCI. Fig. 6 confirms this fact. 
(But it must be noted that the overhead increases accordingly.) Fig. 6 also 
shows the effect of message rate 2. It is interesting to note that the effect 
of 2 diminishes as Cl becomes shorter, i.e. the sawtooth amplitude diminishes. 
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Fig. 5: Influence of the lenght of the control interval tCI on 
the waiting times t (all calls) in the input list (IL). w 
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Fig. 6: Influence of cLTG (Legend see Fig.5) 
Note: The message rate 2 per Cl is : 2 = 2 ~TG tCI 

5.4 Waiting Times WT vs. Offered Load A 

Fig. 7 shows WT in the IL for a series of simulations vs. the offered load 
(up to A = 600J) where tCI = 0.5 s and ~TG = 0.78 calls/s are fixed values. 
Adjustment fluctuation increases vi th the no. of processors (quota system>. 
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This also explaines why, when A = 200J and .OOS, the WT tor .=7 prooessor do 
not decrease by a tactor ot about 5 in re la tion to .=1 processor but only by a 
tactor ot 2 to 2.5. The VI' depend also on the DO. ot OLLs used tor regulation 
in special cases. Normally the VI' inorease in proportion to A. But, as seen in 
Fig. 7, they decrease noticeably tor A = 600S cClllpared with A = lIOOS. For such 
high overload values, the intluence ot the used no. ot OLL seems, as Table 2 
shows, to have a greater impact on the WT than the increase ot A. 
(Table 2: A = 600S : 3 OLL used; A = _OOS : II OLL used). Similar behavior can 
be seen tor 111=1. In the end, the main point is that tor all cases studied 
the WT are very low tor the whole range ot overload. 
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Fig. 7: Waiting times in the IL versus offered load A 
(tC1 = 0.5 S; cLTG = 0.78; A = 100% = 95% CP occupancy) 

Tab. 2: Frequency of overload levels (OLL) for 
m=7 processors (other parameters see Fig. 5) 

-A t frequency of aLL in S YCP w tw 95% 
(mean values of all LTGs) 

in S in Erl in ItS in ms 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

100 0.945 8 + 1 27 + 4 - - - - - - -
200 0.953 40 + 16 174 ± 56 0 6 23 34 27 10 0 
400 0.944 51 ± 10 199 ± 45 0 0 0 9 29 39 23 
600 0.942 30 + 7 115 ± 27 0 0 0 0 16 40 44 

5.5 Queue Length 

To verity queue parameters FS RT and F·, data has to be obtained on queue 
length (Fig-8.). In choosing lAese two parameters, the following conditions 
must be satisfied: (1) quick indication at internal and/or very light overload, 
(2) tast regulation at internal overload and (3) practically no indication 
or regulation at medium and higher overload. Simulation studies lead to the 
values in Table 3, optimal for each CP configuration. On the other hand, all 
known requirements can be fulfilled with the constant values FSTART = 200 and 
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Fig. 8: Queue length 0 ot the IL versus A (Legend see Fig. , 5) 
<,n mean value, 095J 95J value, ' Dmu maximum value) 
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F· = 500 which leads to the smallest 
processing overhead (see 4.1). 

The aximum queue length encountered 
during a simulation run (Fig. Bb) is of 
course purely random, but does show 
that in terms of call proceSSing 1,000 
elements are sufficient even in connec
tion with the high fluctuations encoun
tered When ~7 processors. 

5.6 Call Set Up Delay 

Call set up delay is a characteristic 
variable in EWSD. (Note: the CP plays 
no part in the dial tone delay for in
stance). Comparison Shows (Table 4) 
that the EWSD values lie well below 
the CClTT reference load B (= engi
neered maximum capacity) requirements 
/7/ even in minimum CP configuration 
with m=l and the extremely high over
load of 300~ (A = 400%). 
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Tab. 3: Configuration depending 
optim. values for F· and FSTART 

m 1 2 3 5 7 
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Tab. 4: Exch. call set up delay: 
Simulation resuluts under 400% 
offered load (300J overload) com
pared with CCITT Requirements for 
Reference Load B 
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Ref. Load B 4 x Ref. Load 

Mean ~ 40C ms ~ loO ms 
95~ 600 ms ~ 540 ms 
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